We investigate synchronization of time varying networks and stability conditions. We derive interesting relations between the critical coupling constants for synchronization and switching times for time-varying and time average networks. The relations are based on the additive property of Lyapunov exponents and are verified experimentally in electronic circuit. Synchronization of complex dynamical network is a topical issue due to its many real world applications. A dynamical network consists of nodes and edges where nodes are represented by dynamical systems and edges are links or coupling between the nodes. These dynamical networks may be regular or random or scale free depending upon their degree distribution properties. However, most of the studies on dynamical networks so far concentrated on time invariant topology. Recently, an extension of such network to time varying topology was attempted where the edges or links can also change with time. It is an interesting practical approach in the sense of real life experience. A question arises as to what would be the stability condition of synchronization in such time varying dynamical networks. Synchrony in pulse-coupled oscillators where the coupling establishes for a brief duration of time was investigated earlier in order for explaining natural events like firing fireflies in unison, synchrony of pacemaker cells in the heart, etc. We extend this pulse coupling concept in oscillators to time varying coupling or links between dynamical networks. We formulate the stability relation of synchronization in dynamical networks for both time varying topology and varying pulse coupling duration or on-off time of coupling. We design small networks of chaotic electronic oscillators and verify the relations in laboratory scale experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several complex systems are described by networks or graphs which are not regular but have some random elements and may have universal properties such as small world length scales or scale free degree distribution. 1, 3 This leads to the studies of synchronization of different dynamical networks.
4-10 Most of the studies of synchronization so far were concentrated on static networks where nodes and edges (coupling) were assumed constant in time. However, several naturally occurring networks 2 have topologies changing with time. Both the nodes and the edges connecting the nodes may vary with time. Such time varying topology can occur in social networks, computer networks, world-wide-web, biological systems like spreading of epidemics, etc. A relevant question is what happens to the state of synchrony if the topology of a network varies in time. Recently, there have been studies of dynamics of time-varying network topologies. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 22 It is shown that if the topology switches sufficiently fast between different networks, they can attain stable synchronized state above a critical coupling even when the individual networks do not support the synchronized state. For Laplacian type non-commutating coupling matrices, the time varying topology can have even better stability in synchronization than that of the time average topology. 13, 18 On the other hand, synchronization in a pulsecoupled network of oscillators was investigated 2 in order for explaining firing of fireflies in unison where the exchange of information occurs only during a brief period of firing or short duration of coupling. However, the question of stability of synchronization in networks was not discussed with varying pulse duration of coupling. We try to address both the questions of changing topology and variation in the duration of coupling or the on-off time of coupling in the context of stability of synchronization in dynamical networks. In this paper, we derive some interesting relations between critical coupling for time varying and time average topologies with critical coupling for individual networks. We investigate both commutative and non-commutative coupling matrices. Most importantly, we produce experimental evidence of most of the relations of critical coupling for time varying networks in electronic circuits. To our best knowledge, this is a first attempt to investigate synchronization of time varying networks in laboratory experiments.
II. TIME-VARYING AND TIME AVERAGE NETWORKS

A. Definitions
Consider a network of N identical dynamical systems (oscillators) or nodes with the evolution of ith system given by
where x i ðtÞ 2 R m ; i ¼ 1; 2; …N are m dimensional variables of the dynamical systems, the function f : R m ! R m defines
